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ABSTRACT

Background: Child mortality declined rapidly the last century in many high-income countries. However, little is known about the socioeconomic differences in this decline, and whether these vary across causes of death.

Methods: We use register data including all Norwegian births between 1968 to 2010 (2.1 million), and analyse how all-cause and cause-specific child (0-5) and adolescent mortality (6-21) vary with relative parental income the year before the birth.

Results: Child all-cause mortality decreased with increasing parental relative income within all birth cohorts. Among children aged 0-5, the socioeconomic gradient for all-cause, accidental deaths, sudden infant death syndrome and perinatal factors declined over the period, while there was no systematic decline related to congenital malformations. Among children 6-21, the gradient did not weaken similarly, although there were indications of declines in the socioeconomic gradient related to all-cause deaths, accidents, and suicides. While the absolute differences in mortality declined over time, the relative differences remained stable.

Conclusion: There has been a large reduction in child mortality in all socioeconomic groups across 50 years for all-cause and most cause-specific mortality groups. However, children of parents in the lowest part of the income distribution still have an elevated mortality, and the relative differences have not always been declining.
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INTRODUCTION

Social differences in children’s health have been reported in a large number of studies from both rich and poor countries: most aspects of children’s health are positively linked to the parents’ socioeconomic resources, and children born into socially advantaged families have the lowest mortality (1–5). However, little is known about how the associations between childhood mortality and socioeconomic status have changed over time. The few investigations of infant mortality that have addressed this have pointed in different directions, and there is hardly any statistical evidence regarding older children (6–11). Also, it is not theoretically obvious what one should expect. On the one hand, the rising economic inequality documented in several countries including Norway (12,13) may strengthen the social gradient in mortality, depending on how it is measured. On the other hand, introduction of medical technologies that can be widely applied without regard to individual income or knowledge, such as advances in neonatology in settings with public health care, may reduce mortality and leave the social gradient unchanged or even diminished.

One problem in such research is that it is challenging to measure parental socioeconomic status consistently over time because of the secular changes in the distributions of educational and occupational attainments. Furthermore, vital statistics from many countries are not linkable to measures of individual socioeconomic status, so much current research on the topic has relied on area-level socioeconomic indicators (10,14,15).

In Norway, registers that cover the entire population include individual-level data on births, deaths, and socioeconomic resources, such as earnings. The current study aims to examine how child mortality varies with socioeconomic resources, as indicated by the parents’ ranking in the income distribution and the changes in this income gradient over a 50-year period. We use a relative income measure because of the great increase in earnings over the decades considered. In addition to all-cause mortality, 3-4 causes of death are considered. We analyse
children aged 0-5 and 6-21 separately, as the causes of death and underlying behavioral and other pathways are different.

Infant mortality in Norway is lower than in most other OECD countries, and the mortality of older children is at the average (16).

METHODS

Study population

We used data from administrative registers covering the entire Norwegian population: the Population Register (PR) (17), the National Register for Personal Taxpayers, the Medical Birth Register (MFR) (18), and the Cause of Death Register (CDR) (19). The registers include personal identifiers that allow linkage between them, and between children and parents. Because annual income data are available from 1967 and we considered the parents’ income the year before the child was born, we included children born in Norway in 1968 or later. As the data cover the years up to 2015, the last cohort included in the analysis of mortality up to age 5 is 2010, and the last cohort included in the analysis of mortality up to 21 (conditioned on survival to age 5) is 1994. Individuals who emigrated before age 5 or 21, respectively, were excluded. Table A1 shows descriptive statistics for the study population.

Statistical Analysis and Measures

We calculated the probability (per 1000 or 10000) of dying within the fifth birthday and, for those still alive at that time, the probability of dying within the 21st birthday, by using information on birth month and year taken from the CDR or the PR. The causes of death are coded in accordance with the International Classification of Diseases, using the 8th, 9th and 10th revision. We considered four groups of causes among 0-5 year olds: perinatal factors, congenital
malformations, sudden infant death syndrome and accidents, and 3 causes for children 6-21 years: accidents, suicide and cancer (see Appendix A2).

Income was measured as the sum of the mother’s and father’s reported pensionable labour income, including earnings from self-employment, in the calendar year before the child’s birth. This income was transformed into an income rank by comparing with the corresponding incomes of the parents of other children born the same year. Death probability for rank vigintiles (rank 0-5%, 5-10% etc.) were calculated for different cohort groups: 1968-79, 80-89, 90-99 and 2000-10 when considering children aged 0-5, and 1968-75, 1976-83, and 1984-94 for those aged 6-21. For each of these cohort groups we also estimated the linear relationship between parental income rank and the child death probability in a regression model, and we included pairs of cohort groups to make inferences about the changes in the linear relationship over the cohorts. A certain linear relationship is relatively stronger when the overall mortality level is high. Stated differently, the mortality of the poor divided by that of the rich may be larger in one cohort group than another even though the difference between them is the same. We define a “relative linear relationship (trend)” as the linear relationship (the slope in the regression) divided by the corresponding regression constant term (corresponding to mortality at the lowest income rank). All analyses were performed with STATA 16. (See appendix for methodological details).

RESULTS

All-cause Mortality Among Children Aged 0-5 Year

All-cause mortality among 0–5-year-olds declines with increasing parental relative income, as measured by vigintiles, in each of the four cohort groups (Figure 1). Table A3 shows the linear trends as well as the corresponding constant terms in the regression and the relative linear
trends. There is a generally negative linear trend, and the point estimates suggest that it becomes stronger over the cohorts, although the changes over some cohort pairs are modest (see cohort interactions in Table A5). In contrast, there is a less clear pattern in the development of the relative linear trend.

**Figure 1.** Note: Mortality rates are plotted across lowest to highest parental income vigintile (5 % groups). Straight lines refer to linear fit.
Cause-Specific Mortality Among Children Aged 0-5 Years

As with overall mortality, the risk of dying from perinatal causes decreases with increasing parental income in all cohorts (Figure 2, panel A, and Table A3). The linear trend is significantly weaker in the 1980-1989 cohorts than in the older cohorts, but does not become further weakened in younger cohorts (although that is indicated by the point estimates). The relative trend is stable across the cohort groups. The risks of dying from congenital malformations (panel B) and SIDS also decrease with higher income, but for the former, the linear trend does not change in a systematic way over the cohorts. The linear trend becomes gradually weaker over the three youngest cohort groups for SIDS (and the relative linear trend becomes stronger). Also, the risk of accidental deaths decreases with increasing parental income in all cohort groups (panel D). This relationship becomes weaker and is hardly visible in the latest cohort group, for whom the overall level of accident mortality is very low.
Mortality Among Children Aged 6-21 Years

Mortality among 6–21-year-olds is inversely related to parental income in all cohort groups: 1968-1975, 1976-1983 and 1984-1993 (Figure 3 and Table A4), and the point estimates...
of the interaction between cohort and parental income indicate that this relationship has become
weaker over time. (Appendix Table A6). The relative linear trend does not change systemati-
cally.

Figure 3. Note: Mortality rates are plotted across lowest to highest parental income vigintile
(5 % groups). Straight lines refer to linear fit.

Also the mortality from accidents or suicides declines with increasing parental income. Again,
the point estimates suggest a weakening relationship across the cohorts (Figure 4 and Table
A4). There is a less clear development in the relative linear trends. The pattern is markedly
different for cancer mortality, where an upward instead of downward gradient appears for the two oldest cohort groups.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
**Figure 4.** Note: Mortality rates are plotted across lowest to highest parental income vigintile (5% groups). Straight lines refer to linear fit. Blue lines: 1968-1975, Red lines: 1975-1983, Green lines: 1984-1993.

**DISCUSSION**

This register-based study, covering the last half-century, has shown that all-cause mortality of Norwegian children aged 0-5 or 6-21 was inversely linked to the parents’ relative income, as
indicated by their position in the income distribution. The same pattern was seen in cause-of-death groups except for cancer at age 6-21.

The association between all-cause mortality and parental income probably reflects that several factors underlying childhood mortality are affected by the parents’ purchasing power or other characteristics linked to income, such as educational achievements, operating in part through, for example, knowledge of health or general analytical skills. Examples of such more proximate factors are mothers’ nutrition and smoking habits, whether the parents seek professional help when the child is sick, and whether they otherwise care well for the child. In countries without a public health care system, the association between income and use of high-quality health care may be stronger than in Norway. Additionally, an observed relationship between parents’ income and child mortality reflects that both these factors are influenced by the parents’ health in earlier years and several other individual and community characteristics.

Among children aged 0-5, the association between parents’ income and perinatal or accident mortality or (except for the oldest cohort) SIDS has become weaker, while there is no such clear trend in the mortality from congenital malformations. The income gradient in all-cause mortality (which also includes deaths from other causes than the four groups that are considered) has also become weaker. It should be noted, however, that this holds for the absolute mortality differences. The relative linear trend, which is a measure of the absolute mortality difference (trend) compared to the mortality level among the poorest, has developed in a more irregular way, except that it has become more negative for SIDS.

The probability of accident death is influenced by the parents’ protective efforts as well as various preventive public measures, such as road safety and disseminating of knowledge about home safety the (20). The general reduction of accident mortality and the weakening of the income gradient is consistent with a situation where i) parents’ protection is positively
linked to income or its correlates, such as education, ii) public preventive measures are strengthened, and iii) preventive measures matter more for parents providing less protection (i.e., an interaction between these two factors).

An argument similar to that for accidents may apply for SIDS, when comparing among the three youngest cohort groups. Many countries witnessed relatively high SIDS rates in the 1980s and 1990s, which was related to advice about putting infants to sleep on their stomachs. During the early 1990s, official guidelines recommended infants instead to sleep on their back, which has been shown to be especially important for preterm and low birth weight infants typically more prevalent among low-income families (21). The information about sleep position provided to the public in the 1990s helped to eliminate this cause of death and made the earlier advantage that the well-resourced may have had (e.g., in terms of average better infant health and birth weight) gradually less relevant. However, social differences exist even in the youngest cohorts. It is likely that SIDS mortality among recent cohorts is more linked to other factors than sleeping positions, such as maternal smoking and respiratory or gastrointestinal infections (22). For this cause of death, absolute death rates were also higher among later-born cohorts than those born between 1967-1979. This likely reflects that SIDS did not have a unique ICD code until 1979, even though it was first defined in 1969 (23).

Advances in neonatal medical diagnostics and treatment have contributed to a reduced mortality from congenital malformations. The reduction has been largely the same for all income groups (as judged by the lack of a systematic weakening of the income gradient over the half century that is considered). This is as one would expect if some sub-causes were eliminated by the introduction of new medical technology and everyone had similar access to this technology.

Deaths from perinatal conditions—occurring usually within the first year of life—are largely related to low birth weight and low gestational age. The chance of premature birth is in
turn influenced by, for example, maternal smoking and poor nutrition, which has typically been more common in families with low income or education (6,24). Therefore, in a hypothetical situation where smoking is almost eliminated in all population groups, mortality from perinatal conditions would go down and the income gradient would become weaker. However, this is not what has happened; smoking rates have fallen more strongly among the socioeconomically advantaged mothers (25). Also, the intake of folic acid and other vitamins is still higher in the high-income groups (26). In other words, the development in the intake of such supplements and smoking is not consistent with the change in the income gradient. Child mortality is, however, relatively rare in Norway, and it is possible that perinatal and obstetric care—provided to everyone—has increased the survival of relatively frail fetuses and children, thereby reducing the income gradient in mortality.

Among children, aged 6-21, the relationship between income and all-cause mortality has not been so clearly weakened, although there are indications in that direction. The same can be said about accident and suicide mortality, while the income gradient in the cancer mortality can be described as having become less positive and eventually negative (according to the point estimates).

As mentioned, personal risk behavior—which tends to be connected with parental socioeconomic resources (27) - is a key determinant of accident mortality (28). An example of special relevance for the relatively old children is that those whose parents have low education or income, and therefore perhaps also a relatively high tendency to live apart, may be more likely than their peers from more resourceful families to develop a drug or alcohol problem, which may lead to fatal accidents (29). The quite constant association between parental relative income and accident mortality may reflect that the links between income and the mentioned behavioural factors have been rather stable over time.
Children with low-earning parents may suffer more from mortality due to suicide because of their own or their parents’ mental health problems which in turn may be partly linked with unstable family situations (30,31). The unchanging income gradient in suicide mortality points to the persistent importance of parental income for such factors.

Socioeconomic status may be associated with certain cancer types through social patterning of risk factors such as birth weight, parental age, and environmental factors, although the direction of the association may vary (32). For example, previous research has found that the incidence of brain tumors is highest in socioeconomically advantaged residential areas, whereas some types of leukemia tend to occur more often in low socioeconomic settings (33). One reason why we see indications of a gradually weaker positive income gradient, which eventually becomes negative, may be the shift in the relative prevalence of various malignancies. While brain tumors were the most frequent diagnosis for the oldest cohort, leukemia was more prevalent for the younger ones.

Limitations

The major strengths of our study are that i) the analysis is based on high-quality register data for an entire national population, ii) it covers several decades, iii) it involves a measure of socioeconomic resources that is particularly suitable for a study of long-term trends, and iv) it includes (unlike most earlier studies) different causes of death in addition to all-cause mortality. Finally, information on the cause of death or income is missing for less than 1% and 0.2 % of the sample, respectively.

Changes in coding practice constitute a limitation because they make it difficult to understand the development with respect to SIDS. Furthermore, children born abroad are not in-
cluded since we do not know the parents’ income the year before birth. Perhaps more importantly, the chance of losing a child in a certain year is influenced by the parents’ resources at that time and some years back, which may not be adequately captured by the income a year before birth, when the parents may, for example, have earned little because of studies. That said, it would not have been a good idea to consider parental income at, say, age five instead, as this might have been affected by an earlier child death (i.e. reverse causality).

Parental education is also known to be an important correlate of children’s mortality (34,35), but the strong educational expansion over time calls for a relative measure, and this would be difficult to construct because education is not a continuous variable such as income; only a few educational categories are defined. Another potential problem with the present study is that the parents may not live together. In that case, the resources from which the child benefits may be smaller than suggested by the sum of the mother’s and father’s income. One possible argument is that the increasing prevalence of union dissolution would make our income measure an increasingly poor indicator of the income rank in later years. In other words, the importance of the current purchasing power for child mortality would – especially for the youngest cohorts – be larger than indicated by our results based on the pre-birth income.

Finally, the relationship between income and child mortality is not necessarily linear, even though a linear trend was calculated for simplicity. On the contrary, the graphs suggest, as one would expect, that increasing income matters less at the higher levels.

An implication of the study is that there have been large reductions in the social gradient in child mortality over the last half century. However, children whose parents are in the lowest part of the income distribution still have elevated mortality, and the income gradient has not been declining for all causes of death that have been considered. Thus, despite the overall progress, a disadvantage associated with low income, seems difficult to overcome.
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Key points:

- Child mortality has declined over the last 50 years, but few studies have examined if the decline has been equal across socioeconomic groups.
- We addressed this issue by using a relative measure of parental income before birth.
- The absolute income inequality in child mortality has decreased for all-cause mortality and some causes of death, but more clearly at age 0-5 than at age 6-21.
- The relative difference in mortality between income groups has been more stable.
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